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I am really delighted that Sir Michael Fallon agreed 
to prepare this brief report, which highlights 
the role of the UK supply chain in fabrication, 
construction, operations & maintenance and sets 
out the enviable challenge to increase the role of 
British companies within Offshore Wind.
Here in the North East of England we’re synonymous for having a 
long and successful industrial history, with companies in the region 
constantly evolving their capabilities to meet the needs of international 
industries.

This is particularly the case in the fabrication and engineering services 
sectors, which has been at the heart of key industrial developments, 
from ship building and steel making to oil & gas and now, more recently, 
the growing offshore renewables industry.

Part of this development has come through necessity; those involved 
within the energy supply chain are well versed in the cyclical nature of 
the industry and the most recent fall in the oil price left a proportion of 
suppliers looking for their next opportunities.

In addition, the diversification agenda had been gaining pace, even 
before the cost of oil fell dramatically, with the supply chain applying 
their offshore experience and expertise to complementary markets, 
such as offshore wind.

In the case of Wilton Engineering, more than 20 years of activity in 
the oil & gas industry producing some very large-scale complicated 

structures ensured the business was well prepared to diversify into the 
offshore renewables market.

It was always our intention to bring along, as well as expand our 
own local supply chain on our offshore renewables journey, sharing 
knowledge and good practise with existing and new companies who 
had not applied their experience and expertise to offshore wind.

It is a model that is proving to work well and, with the support of our 
client Steelwind and the ultimate client, Ørsted we are determined to 
make this a successful project for the Hornsea Project One wind farm.

INTRODUCTION
By Bill Scott, Chief Executive, Wilton Engineering
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Wilton Engineering is a multi-discipline Engineering Services 
provider based at a 54-acre site adjacent to the River Tees in 
Middlesbrough, North East England. 

It specialises in engineering design, fabrication, construction, coatings and 
services for the onshore and off shore energy industry and possesses a strong 
and diverse portfolio of successfully completed projects. 

The company was established in 1994 and in 2017 won an off shore wind 
contract from Steelwind, which has state-of-the-art fabrication facilities 
based in Germany.

Its client, Ørsted the Renewable Energy Danish company, has been awarded 
off shore wind licences from the Crown Estate and the Department of Business, 

Energy and Industrial Strategy, most notably for Hornsea Project One and two 
off  the East Coast of the UK. 

Wilton, working with Steelwind, was contracted to deliver 21 Transition Pieces, 
for the Hornsea wind farm. Transition Pieces link the foundations of off shore 
wind turbines with the towers. Each weighs approximately 340 tonnes, around 
three times as heavy as a space shuttle.

Once Steelwind had fabricated the cylindrical shell of the Transition Pieces 
and transported them to North East England, Wilton’s scope of works was 
to manufacture, install and fi t all the steelwork and associated equipment 
required.

This included internal and external platforms, concrete platforms, ladders, 
boat landings and shot blasting and painting. Wilton also installed electrics 
and navigational aids prior to managing the load out to the wind farm location.

As part of the project Wilton engaged a predominately North East supply 
chain, including a number of new suppliers to the renewable market such as 
Lionweld Kennedy and Marine Fabricators. Across the project, Wilton ensured 
that more than 95 per cent of its project delivery contained UK content.

THE WILTON STORY WINNING LOCAL, GOING GLOBAL
By Rt Hon Sir Michael Fallon MP

Off shore wind is one of Britain’s biggest recent success stories. 
Industry and taxpayers have combined to create the biggest 
off shore wind market in the world. It already powers four 
million homes and provides 5 per cent of Britain’s electricity. 
By the end of this decade that will reach 10 per cent. By the 
end of the following decade, in 2030, off shore wind could 
be delivering over a third of our electricity. As the demand 
increases for electricity for our cars, our trains and our homes, 
and as coal stations are phased out, that’s a vital investment 
in our future.
It has already been an enormous investment, some £3.9 billion in 2017-18 
alone. And there’s more to come. Over the next four years alone offshore 
wind will be Britain’s fourth largest infrastructure programme. Investment in 
new offshore wind capacity until 2021/22 will be £18.9 billion, exceeding 
that in electricity networks (£17.2bn), water and sewage (£15.2bn), housing 
(£12.3bn), and major construction projects like HS2 (£14.1bn). The issue now 
for government and industry alike is how do we capture more of that investment 
here in the UK, in British jobs and the growth of British skills?   And how do we 
build an industry with the strength and resilience to compete globally for the 
wave of new offshore opportunities coming in Asia Pacific and along the US 
seaboard?

These opportunities come at a time when the UK sector is becoming more 
competitive and therefore less collaborative. Consumers have benefitted 
as support prices have fallen. But to take the industry to the next level, as 
a genuine world-beater, we need to look again at ways of building stronger 
local supply chains, stimulating collaboration that can increase efficiency, 
cut costs further and encourage innovation. Both government and industry 
should consider how to build on the strengths of the current regional clusters 
in the north east and on Humberside, how to use ports more efficiently, how 

to harness new technology more rapidly, and how to encourage new entrants 
into the market with easier financial requirements.

This short review looks at some of the principal issues: the proportion of UK 
content in each development, the future pipe-line, the forthcoming sector 
deal under the government’s Industrial Strategy, the prospects for increasing 
exports, and the problems of SME financing. It draws on multiple views across 
the sector, including developers, suppliers, trade associations, regional bodies 
and government. I am most grateful to all those that I have consulted. The 
views and recommendations however are mine alone. 

MICHAEL FALLON
Sir Michael Fallon was Member 
of Parliament for Darlington 
from 1983 to 1992, and is 
currently MP for Sevenoaks. 
He served as a minister in the 
governments of four Prime 
Ministers – Margaret Thatcher, 
John Major, David Cameron and 
Theresa May. He was Minister for 
Renewables at the Department 
of Energy and Climate Change, 
and co-chairman of the Off shore 
Wind Industry Council, from 
2013 to 2014. 
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It is also worth looking again at a clearer distinction between capital and operating 
expenditure. While overall UK content did reach 48 per cent in 2016, Renewables UK has 
estimated that the capital expenditure element of that was just under 30 per cent, with 
the rest accounted for by development and operational expenditure costs, principally 
servicing and maintenance. Fabrication itself within the UK has been limited: though 
blades are being manufactured here by both Vesta and Siemens, with huge benefi ts in 
developing local skills (Siemens are training 1,000 apprentices), developers still continue 
to buy in specialist steels and nacelles from abroad. Given the scale of UK taxpayer 
support, achieving higher UK fabrication should therefore remain a priority. A more 
specifi c capital expenditure target, within the overall percentage, would encourage local 
purchasing: examples such as Wilton Engineering on Hornsea One (see page 4) show that 
a much higher proportion of locally sourced fabrication is possible. OSB, for example, are 
actively encouraging their Teesside supplier base within a radius of 40 or so kilometres.

The operational expenditure element is also important. British companies have done 
well in winning contracts to service off shore wind farms, and there have been some 
impressive innovation in the technologies required, both to reduce running costs as wind 
farms become larger and to service turbines far from shore. It is not a given, however, 
that the newer farms planned even further out into the North Sea will be automatically 
serviced and maintained by British companies and from British ports: Belgian and Dutch 
ports will become closer.

I am convinced therefore that the government should persist in requiring a target for UK 
content. But for the next phase of North Sea development it should be more nuanced, 
distinguishing more clearly between capital and operational expenditure, and linked 
with stronger encouragement of those UK companies ready to challenge for business 
overseas. 

Given the 50 per cent target is close to being achieved and ahead of schedule, the 
government should therefore set a new and higher target for the remaining £550m 
spend to 2025. I therefore recommend that the new target should be 60 per cent, with 
a presumption that at least 50 per cent capital expenditure should be sourced within 
the UK. I recognise that this will be a demanding target for developers but it should 
encourage further investment in manufacturing here. I also want to see the expenditure 
on each wind farm reported in a more transparent way that shows added value, in both 
jobs and skills.

 Back in 2012 the government agreed with the industry a target that by 
2020 at least 50 per cent of the total expenditure on each wind farm 
should be spent through contracts awarded to UK companies. Developers 
were required to submit supply chain plans showing how and where 
these contracts were to be placed. Some developers such as Ørsted 
and Statoil are not only actively encouraging developing the UK supply 
chains, but they are both investing in it, and going above and beyond the 
existing 50 per cent requirement. This cannot be said for all developers 
but the target is now well within reach. Renewables UK estimated last 
year that the UK content of the eight wind farms that achieved Final 
Investment Decisions between 2010 and 2015 reached 48 per cent, up 
from an equivalent 43 per cent in 2013. It is timely, therefore, to consider 
whether the government should now set a fresh target.

The 50 per cent target has had its critics. It is advisory, rather than binding. It only 
applies to contracts over £10 million. The end results are aggregated and shown for 
the industry annually rather than published for each project. Though its working has 
to be shown in supply chain plans, and is carefully monitored afterwards, it is by 
defi nition a crude measure of expenditure, rather than of skilled jobs or added value. 

Claims for UK content can also be misleading: work can be awarded, for example, to 
UK-headquartered fi rms which can then sub-contract further, with the actual work 
done elsewhere. And if a UK company further sub-contracts to an agency that brings 
in specialist engineers or fabricators from the continent on short-term contracts, that 
isn’t creating or sustaining UK jobs or improving UK productivity. The 50 per cent fi gure 
is also a total, covering life-time costs as well as the actual fabrication and installation. 
Developers of UK wind farms closest to our coast and ports are likely to commission 
maintenance and servicing from local UK fi rms. The 50 per cent target also includes 
pre-development costs such as surveys, analysis, testing and research.

It has also been suggested that a target for UK content is inconsistent with the 
government’s wish to see energy costs continue to fall as the industry becomes more 
competitive. In the long term the industry will become stronger through competitive 
tendering, with supply chains succeeding on the basis of price, performance and 

quality rather than offi  cial targets. If we are to grow a genuinely competitive industry 
for overseas contracts, a robustly competitive home market is one of the keys:  it 
would be wrong to support artifi cially companies that cannot compete on price and 
performance.

But there are equally strong arguments for maintaining the ambition for higher UK 
content. If we are to compete globally, we need more high-end skills developed here. 
Higher UK content can help improve quality control, especially where the alternative 
is to source work to cheaper but lower quality yards in the Middle or Far East. Without 
any target at all we could see developers placing more fabrication in countries such as 
Poland, Ukraine, South Korea, China and the Middle East rather than in the UK. 

It should also be recognised that the sector is already under pressure. As the tender 
price at auction has fallen so dramatically, margins have been squeezed, and that 
squeeze has been felt most sharply in the supply chain. Looked at from further down, 
it is the developers, mainly continental, which have continued to benefi t while their 
tier 1 and tier 2 suppliers in the UK are fi nding conditions ever tougher. And those 
conditions are only likely to get tougher still as the sector moves towards tenders 
requiring zero subsidy.

Above all there remains the argument of equity. The industry has benefi tted from huge 
scale taxpayer support, so it is right that the government should want to see more of 
that money re-invested into UK jobs and the UK economy. This is especially important 
when the major developers are themselves continental rather than British. There has 
already been considerable “pay back”: persuading Siemens Gamesa to invest in a 
blade factory on Humberside has delivered 2,000 jobs for the local economy; likewise 
the Vesta investment on the Isle of Wight has been an important investment in an area 
short of manufacturing. 

An offi  cial target is important, therefore, to keep developers honest about local 
sourcing and to give the supply chain every incentive to win contracts. Greater 
transparency around the annual reporting of UK content would however help reassure 
British companies that content is being properly scored against where the work is 
actually done. What matters is that highly skilled jobs are being created and sustained 
here. So we should look beyond crude measures of content to assess gross added 
value, jobs and innovation and at ways of making the measuring more sophisticated. 
In the end we need a system that measures capability as much as content. 

A NEW TARGET FOR UK CONTENT
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A new target for UK content, as recommended, will not of itself secure the critical 
mass the industry needs if it is to be of suffi  cient size to compete globally. Given 
the scale of investment needed, especially in fabrication, the industry has always 
needed more certainty around the licensing and contracting processes. Many of 
the major investment decisions required to deliver more fabrication within the 
UK, for example, have been, and continue to be, international: it is international 
boards which have needed to be persuaded to invest in new plant and machinery 
but have had to weigh these decisions against continuing uncertainty as to 
how much North Sea capacity is likely to be tendered and when. Their supply 
chains likewise cannot tool up with the necessary machinery and people when 
the intervals between contracts become too wide. Other countries like the 
Netherlands, for example, have moved to regular annual contract rounds, giving 
their industry much more stability.

We should also note that the industry has been proved right in its argument that prices 
would fall given suffi  cient volume of work. The fi rst two auctions for contracts for 
diff erence (CfDs) in 2015 and 2017 resulted in very signifi cant reductions in the support 
price off ered. If these reductions are to be sustained, and further improved, in turn putting 
further pressure on costs, then government must play its part in underpinning the volumes 
of work that can deliver them. Across the sector there is widespread concern at the lack of 
certainty about future licence and auction rounds, together with worry that only four or fi ve 
very large projects could consume all of the available support and create a logjam across 
the supply chains.

Given that the public support available is now fi xed at around £550 million, it should be 
possible to estimate now how many major new farms are likely to be funded and how 
many more auctions are needed before the industry can expect to be invited to tender on 
the basis of zero subsidy. The government needs to provide more certainty and equally 
to avoid the lumpiness involved for the supply chain if too much work is tendered and 
commissioned simultaneously. This means tightening further the CfD auction process: 
contracts under the July 2014 round were not awarded until February 2015, seven months 
later; contracts under the November 2016 round were not awarded until September 2017, 
ten months later. 

There is also an important European dimension. Under the draft Renewable Energy 
Directive, now going through the EU’s legislative process, Member States will have to 
provide market foresight of their auctions and support plans for at least three, and possibly 

fi ve, years ahead. Whether we have left the EU before the new directive comes into eff ect 
or not, it will still aff ect those of our companies involved in Europe-wide supply chains. 
In line with the Prime Minister’s ambition, most recently expressed in her Mansion House 
speech, to stay as close as possible to the European energy market, we have every interest 
in supporting similar stability and certainty for our industry, and we should therefore ensure 
that we continue to comply with that directive. The timetable requirements recommended 
below would achieve that.

Given that the public spending is already allocated up to 2025, the government should 
therefore set out now the full timetable by which it will be made available. The next 
auction is scheduled for spring 2019, though not offi  cially confi rmed, and with no fi rm 
date for any advance notice. The industry needs more certainty than this. Government 
should now announce the quarters in which the next two auctions are to take place, and 
the intervals between them. I therefore recommend that the government confi rms now 
the quarter in which next year’s auction will take place, announces that the fourth auction 
will be held in a specifi c quarter no more than 18 months after that, and combines these 
announcements with fi xed dates for further leasing rounds from the Crown Estate and the 
Crown Estate in Scotland.

A MORE EVEN PIPELINE
The government’s Industrial Strategy rightly emphasizes the need to boost 
productivity and strengthen supply chains. In aerospace, automotive and 
pharmaceuticals there are commitments to drive up skill levels and improve 
local content. The UK automotive sector for example, which enjoys substantial 
government support for investment and research and development, has 
committed to increasing local content from 44 to 50 per cent by 2022.

Though extremely successful in its growth from a standing start, and bigger than that found 
anywhere else, the UK off shore wind industry remains relatively immature compared to oil 
and gas. There are very few primes, only a handful of major developers, and some relatively 
fragile supply chains whose margins have been eroded as auction prices continue to fall. 
We lack capacity in tower fabrication, nacelles and high voltage cables. On the other hand, 
we have seen a big increase in smaller, newer technology fi rms winning work in areas such 
as installation, cable protection, maintenance and servicing. A stronger, more consistently 
fl owing pipeline would turn these nascent strengths into a world class industry.

The industry and the government should therefore be ambitious for the sector deal that 
they are negotiating, along the lines of the prospectus published by the Off shore Wind 
Industry Council. The deal now under negotiation between the government and the 
industry is perhaps unusual in that this is one industry not asking for additional public 
expenditure. What it needs, as it has always needed, is more certainty over the timing 
of future development. More consistent timetabling, as recommended, should therefore 
form the major part of a new agreement between the government and the industry. For 
its part government would then be delivering certainty as well as fi nancial support. That 
would encourage the industry itself to make further investment in local skills, research and 
innovation. 

Ministers should then use their new Supply Chain Competitiveness programme to target 
areas where key businesses need to improve to match the best in Europe. The government 
should also work with the industry to develop jointly one or two specialist centres of 
innovation, for example in areas like high voltage cabling and robotics, where the UK can 
put forward an internationally competitive off er. 

The sector deal should also recognise, as noted earlier, that as it has matured the industry 
has tended to become less collaborative. Falling margins have put previous partnerships 
under greater commercial pressure. Industry and government need to work out between 
them potential new areas of collaboration. The supply chain accelerator proposed by the 
Off shore Wind Industry Council should be aimed at new entrants into the market, especially 

those aiming to export for the fi rst time. 

There is also a case for strengthening regional clusters which could build on and enrich 
existing co-operation between SMEs, Local Enterprise Partnerships, and academia. The 
remaining CfD auctions could be better used to make developers show how their plans will 
play to regional and sub-regional strengths, including more effi  cient use of ports. 

I recommend therefore early agreement on a Sector Deal that formalises the timetable 
for the remaining CfD auctions; targets the Supply Chain Competitiveness programme on 
areas where there are gaps in the current UK supply chain, such as high voltage cabling; 
works with industry to use its proposed Supply Chain accelerator to break down barriers 
for new SME entrants to the market; and considers how supply chain plans submitted for 
future projects can more clearly strengthen local partnerships. 
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ENCOURAGING INNOVATION
North East England has been a hub for off shore innovation for decades. With its roots fi rmly in the oil & gas 
sector, the region has successfully diversifi ed through the transference of skills, and expertise to also become an 
established location for technology-led solutions for the off shore wind industry. This information is driven by 
companies including the following:

Deep Ocean
DeepOcean is an integrated provider of safe, 
high-quality, innovative services for the subsea 
industry. With offi  ces and a Marine Base in Tees 
Valley, DeepOcean operates a fl eet of 14 vessels, 
48 Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs) and 
16 trenching assets in the renewables and oil 
& gas sectors working as both an Engineering 
Procurement Construction and Installation (EPCI) 
main contractor and nominated sub-contractor 
on major installation projects. 

Among its numerous off shore wind projects, 
DeepOcean has supported the development and 
construction of Walney, Robin Rigg in the UK and 
Alpha Ventus & Merkur in Germany.

Osbit
Osbit Ltd is a specialist off shore engineering 
and technology company, which builds and 
delivers quality, cost-eff ective solutions. The 
Northumberland-based company delivers a 
range of bespoke technologies including off shore 
access systems, subsea trenching vehicles, 
quadrant handling systems and, most recently, a 
hybrid monopile cleaning, anode cage & survey 
tool.

Osbit is active in the off shore wind sector having 
completed projects on a number of developments 
in UK and international waters including Greater 
Gabbard, Sherringham Shoal, Walney 3 & 4, Burbo 
Bank 2, Fukushima in Japan and Binhai Phase II in 
China.

Tekmar
Tekmar based in County Durham is one of the 
global leaders in subsea cable, umbilical and 
fl exible pipe protection systems and engineering 
services. Operating across the off shore energy 
sectors, including off shore wind, wave and tidal 
markets, Tekmar has become a market leader in 
its fi eld with more than 5,800 protection systems 
delivered and in excess of 4,200 in operation.

Tekmar has an extensive track-record in the 
international off shore wind market having 
supported more than 52 projects across eight 
countries and three continents including Race 
Bank, UK Walney 1 & 2, BARD 1, in Germany, Block 
Island in USA and Binhai Phase II in China.

The industry is developing in size, in generating capacity and in effi  ciency of 
transmission.  Already each of the towers of the Hornsea One fi eld will be taller 
than London’s Gherkin. New 15MW turbines are replacing 8MW turbines, and 
88.4 metre blades are being trialled; in time 66kV cabling may replace 33kV. A 
number of advanced technology companies in the north east are already off ering 
innovative solutions in areas such as installation, cable protection and access 
systems (SEE PANEL).

There is already some signifi cant government support for innovation, built around the 
work of the Off shore Renewable Energy (ORE) catapult at Blyth and in Scotland. As 
wind farms become bigger and bigger, and can be sited much further ashore, the future 
will lie in autonomous systems for all kinds of maintenance and servicing, including 
sub-sea investigation and blade inspection and monitoring. Floating platforms may 
become the norm in deeper waters. New more effi  cient types of turbine – multi-
rotor and vertical axis – will be developed. Blades will make more use of composites.  
Users will demand better solutions to the challenge of intermittency, including more 
effi  cient electricity storage.

But the scale of research and development into more effi  cient ways of developing 
off shore is still dwarfed by the investment going into more established sectors such 
as pharmaceutical and automotive. Ministers should open up existing sources of 

support such as the Industrial Strategy Challenge Fund and the BEIS Energy Innovation 
Programme to collaborative research in the more promising areas. 

The cluster of technological expertise now developing in the north east also fi ts well 
with the emphasis in the government’s Industrial Strategy on place and the growth 
of strong local skill bases. The Tees Valley Combined Authority, Northern Off shore 
Federation and other local fora should work together to use the current cluster as a 
launch-pad for encouraging further investment in the newer technologies.  

I recommend off shore wind should be considered as an industry with similar potential 
to pharmaceuticals, defence, automotive and aerospace. It should be a top priority for 
the government’s Industrial Strategy and have similar priority call on the government’s 
industrial support programmes. With the remaining CfDs the government should 
require developers to off er real evidence of how they are supporting UK innovation 
as well as UK content in their supply chains. Ministers should also take up the sector’s 
off er of collaborative research into the more promising technologies of the future.

The north east should be recognised as a leading centre for research into the newest 
technologies for turbine and blade development, cabling and electricity storage.

EXAMPLES OF NORTH EAST INNOVATION
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The Off shore Wind Industry Council has estimated that exports will grow fi vefold 
from £500 million in 2017 to £2.6 billion a year by 2030. The opportunities 
for Britain here are enormous, and in danger of being undersold. We now have 
the highest proportion of off shore wind capacity in the world, and some of our 
companies are becoming global leaders in their fi elds. We need therefore to 
consider what needs to be done to turn this success story into a global winner, 
ready to compete for projects emerging across the world. 

Projects are now opening up across the world, including Taiwan, China, India and the US 
seaboard as well as further opportunities in Europe. These are markets for all sort of UK 
expertise and skills, from development through fabrication and installation to servicing 
and maintenance. We already have a number of small but world-class companies that 
should be competitive in developing new projects. 

Individual offi  ces and staff  of the Departments of International Trade and Business, 
Industrial Strategy and Skills have worked hard to identify these new markets and to ensure 
that the opportunities are fully understood by our industry. It remains the case, however, 
that the major developers, none of them UK-owned, have much greater visibility of these 
new opportunities than their primary and secondary suppliers. This potentially leaves UK 
Plc at a signifi cant disadvantage. The industry lacks the “whole of government” eff ort put 
behind other heavyweight industries such as defence, pharmaceuticals and aerospace.

That means that much greater eff ort needs to be made by all involved: developers, 
suppliers and government, if we are to maximise our potential. Developers which have 
profi ted from UK taxpayer support need to show greater responsibility towards the supply 
chains that have helped them build out successfully in the North Sea. They should be ready 
to showcase their key suppliers overseas, including taking them to major exhibitions and 
conferences.

The suppliers themselves need to organise themselves more collaboratively in pursuing 
export markets. In the aerospace industry, for example, regional clusters work together in 
showcasing their strengths at exhibitions and conferences abroad with common pavilions 
and marketing. The North East and Humberside are obvious cores for the off shore wind 
industry, and could do likewise. The trade body NOF Energy (formerly Northern Off shore 
Federation) is a prime example of how a regional cluster can collaborate in showcasing its 
skills in each development category. But the primes too need to take more responsibility 
for the opportunities to shop-window the innovative SMEs with whom they are working.

Government must do more, too. Government needs to work with the industry on those 
capacities that are likely to develop here. There is, for example, as yet no UK developer of 
High Voltage cabling, when the demand for longer, more effi  cient cables for wind farms 
and inter-connectors is rising fast across Europe and the world. Firms like JDR of Hartlepool 
have shown that we have much of the expertise here:  Government should re-examine the 
proposal for HVDC investment in the north east which could help us compete with the 
established European suppliers. If government can support car and van plants, on the basis 
of jobs and potential exports, it should likewise back off shore wind technologies.

UKTI will need additional dedicated staff  in the most promising markets of the USA and 
the Far East. Ministerial time and attention needs to be given to both inward and outward 
delegations. Senior leaders in the automotive and aerospace industries regularly access 
senior Ministers: we need to give off shore wind similar priority, whether it’s a visiting 
delegation from countries considering their fi rst off shore projects or a batch of UK 
technology companies out exploring potential markets, Ministers need to be involved 
throughout.

Access to export fi nance and cover is a barrier to exporting, especially in new and Far Eastern 
markets. It is very welcome to see the extension of UK Export Finance to medium-sized 
companies but too few fi rms seem to be aware of the help that is available. Government 
needs to work with the industry to ensure that every SME in the sector is better prepared 
to export its products and services. 

Finally, the UK will be formally outside the European Union state aid rules once we leave 
the EU. Too often UK companies have seen their European competitors favoured by their 
national developers which have enjoyed domestic state aid support: this support has been 
extended by regional and 
local authorities to ports. 
The UK should use our EU 
exit to look again at how 
we can ensure a more level 
playing fi eld.

The government now needs 
to give off shore wind the 
same level of ministerial 
attention and support as the 
aerospace, pharmaceutical 
and defence industries.

BUILDING A WORLD CLASS EXPORT INDUSTRY
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EASIER BUSINESS FINANCE
As supplier margins have tightened, the diffi  culties for even medium-sized fi rms 
in providing the bond fi nance required by developers continue to worsen. As the 
industry matures and the developers and suppliers gain more experience from 
the roll-out of each successive project, we might have expected to see the terms 
and conditions applied to bond fi nance start to ease, as they have in oil and gas 
developments.

This has not happened and even large medium-sized fi rms have found it diffi  cult to comply 
with onerous bond requirements. This is another example of how UK fi rms are eff ectively 
competing on an unfair playing fi eld against their continental counterparts which may be 
already ensconced in their developer’s supply chain and have access to fi nancial support. 
Onerous bond requirements are a barrier to growth, and to market entry for companies that 
might otherwise transition from the oil and gas sector.

For their part, developers contend that the off shore wind industry is very far from mature 
and that there have been performance and quality issues with some, if not all, of the major 
projects to date. Without some intervention the developers are likely to remain unwilling 
to take further risk against signifi cant performance issues.

This is an issue that needs to be tackled. Some have suggested that the government could 
assist by using the CfD auctions to require developers to off er more reasonable bond terms 
and conditions to their principal suppliers, or at least by requiring more transparency on 
the terms off ered. There is a likelihood, however, that this might simply be passed through 
to the cost of procurement, and make the price off ered in the auction less competitive that 
it would otherwise be. 

Alternatively the government could assist the suppliers themselves. UK Export Finance 
is now being considered to cover domestic projects where the fi rm is itself an exporter: 
this very welcome change needs to be implemented quickly. It should also be possible to 
extend UKEF cover to those fi rms intending to export in the immediate future. Beyond that, 
government could play a role in exploring other technical solutions towards easier fi nance, 
including a more diff erentiated charging structure and shorter timescales. 

I therefore recommend that UKEF assistance is made available to include cover for 
domestic projects being undertaken by fi rms already exporting or committed to doing 
so. I also want the government to use the Business Bank and other advisers to look at 
innovative ways of reducing the bond fi nance burden as part of the Sector Deal. 



SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This is a pivotal moment for off shore wind. The huge 
investment to date has repaid the confi dence shown by 
the government in its future over the last six years. Prices 
have fallen dramatically thanks to the auction process and 
to improvements in technology. There are several thousand 
jobs already being sustained by those new wind farms under 
development, and many more to come over the next four 
years. 
But some of that investment has gone to European companies with no 
consequent impact on UK skills and productivity. The priority now must 
be to ensure that more of this investment leads to the bigger prize, a 
genuinely competitive UK industry that can help build the wind farms 
now being envisaged in the Indian Ocean, the Sea of Japan and off  the 
north eastern US seaboard. Strong UK supply chains and innovative high 
technology SMEs are the keys to winning these new contracts. Brexit 
off ers fresh opportunities to use our freedom from artifi cially restrictive 
EU procurement rules to develop a world-beating industrial sector.

There is also an important regional dimension. The north east of England 
has always led the way internationally in new industrial technologies. 
The Wear, Tyne and Tees built iron ships for the world. Steam turbines and 
railways started here. Our bridge-builders constructed Sydney Harbour 
Bridge and the fi rst Bosphorus Bridge. Nissan and Hitachi are producing 
the cars and trains of the future. 

We need to think of off shore wind in the same light. These are technologies 
and skills developing here that can win business, not just in the UK and 
Europe but across the world. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS:

• A new UK Content target of 60 per cent should be set, with a 
presumption that at least 50 per cent of capital expenditure should 
be sourced within the UK.

• Reporting of UK content should be more transparent showing added 
value, in both jobs and skills.

• Government should announce auction dates and fi xed dates for 
further leasing rounds.

• Government should announce an off shore wind sector deal and 
supply chain accelerator programme.

• Government should put off shore wind on par with pharmaceuticals, 
defence, automotive and aerospace within its Industrial Strategy.

• Government should offi  cially recognise North East England as a 
leading centre for the newest technologies in turbine and blade 
development, cabling and electricity storage.

• UK Export Finance assistance should be made available to include 
cover for domestic projects being undertaken by fi rms already 
exporting or committed to doing so.

• The UK Business Bank should look at innovative ways of reducing 
the bond fi nance burden on the supply chain.
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